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NOT JUST TREES
[Editor's note : The following article was kindly provided by Chris Tracey to complement her
contribution to the meeting at Sapperton reported in the following article.]

The Pearl-bordered Fritillary (Boloria euphrosyne)
Once considered common and widespread the Pearl-bordered Fritillary is now one of our most
threatened species. The cessation of coppicing which resulted in the loss of suitable habitat is
believed to be one of the major causes of this drastic decline. Formerly known as the
“woodcutter’s friend” due to its habit of colonizing newly
cleared areas of woodland, the Pearl-bordered Fritillary
has suffered catastrophic declines and between 1976 and
2014 it has been lost from 95% of sites.
It has disappeared from Somerset and Dorset with only
one small colony remaining in Wiltshire.
In
Gloucestershire it is found only in the Bathurst Estate
woodlands but even so it has disappeared from Hailey
Wood, remains tenuously in one compartment in Overley
Wood and is found in low numbers in several
compartments in Oakley Wood.
Its habitat requirements are a bit complex but include dog
violet (caterpillar foodplant), bugle (butterfly nectar plant),
dried leaves such as oak and beech for basking spring caterpillars and a warm and sheltered
environment within a woodland clearing. Butterfly Conservation’s website advice to managers of
woodland suggest that they should “Aim to produce a succession of flower-rich, sunny clearings
where adults can feed and larvae can bask in sparse, dry vegetation with abundant brown leaf
litter. Such clearings are best produced by coppicing or group felling of high forest, but continuity of
management is essential and clearings should be connected by broad sunny rides. (Note that
many clearings are unsuitable; e.g. those on damp ground, or with a ground flora dominated by
plants such as Dog's Mercury, Bluebell and vigorous grasses). Ideally, coppice adjacent woodland
plots of 0.5-2ha in succession and encourage standard trees (especially oaks) at less than 20%
canopy cover. In high forest, suitable conditions can be provided by a regular sequence of felling
and replanting with deciduous trees. Retain potential breeding areas amongst Bracken or areas
with abundant leaf litter during the spring provided by oaks or bramble. Boundary banks and ditch
edges are especially favoured and should be maintained as sheltered unshaded habitat."
The butterfly usually forms discrete colonies around suitable breeding areas, often comprising
many hundreds of adults, though many habitats are transient. Adults move freely within their
colonies and regularly cover 100 m or more. A significant proportion also disperse and individuals

can move at least 4.5 km between adjacent colonies. Nearby colonies are thus often linked and the
butterfly almost certainly forms metapopulations covering networks of discrete breeding areas.
Matthew Oates, well-known local ecologist and former adviser for the National Trust, has been
studying this butterfly in the Bathurst Estate woodlands since 1995. He believes that “the great
hope for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary in southern woodland lies in the development of the wood fuel
industry. Cirencester Park Woods could be most suitable for this use, given its timber quality, the
level topography and fast-draining soil which render timber extraction relatively easy, the
possibilities of wood fuel boilers powering the adjoining Royal Agricultural University, college and
hospital, together with a buoyant local market for fuel for wood-burning stoves. The Estate has
some difficult decisions to make, but we look forward to working with them closely to try to ensure
a future for this wonderful butterfly in its last Gloucestershire stronghold.”
Volunteers from the Gloucestershire branch of Butterfly Conservation have been actively managing
habitat for almost ten years and by doing this can prolong the life of a clearing for 5-10 years.
However, this is only a stop-gap until newly felled areas become available. But even when
adjacent areas are clear-felled and replanted, rapid growth of grass, which is exacerbated by mild
winters and probably nitrogen deposition, can quickly smother any violet growth. A small grant of
£1,750 was recently obtained from the Cotswold AONB which will be used to target grass by
spraying the herbicide Kerb on experimental areas within compartments, bracken rolling along ride
edges, tractor swiping and planting violet plugs. This work will be carried out by forestry staff.
Spring weather plays a big part in successful emergence and prolonged spells of rain in February
and March leaves the ground cold and wet with no opportunities for the caterpillars to warm up. So
far in 2019 conditions have been ideal and we hope, as we do every year, that this will be the year
they emerge in large numbers and spread out once again throughout the estate woodlands. You
are very welcome to join a Butterfly Conservation field trip on Sunday 19th May, meeting at 11am in
the layby at the north end of Oakley Wood (grid reference SO976046 nearest postcode GL7 7HX)
to see the butterfly.
We are very grateful to The Earl Bathurst for allowing our winter work parties to go ahead on the
Estate and also to Keith Mills and his staff for their co-operation.

Chris Tracey
Newsletter Editor – Butterfly Conservation Gloucestershire Branch

JOINT COTSWOLD TREE WARDEN GROUP AND
ROYAL FORESTRY SOCIETY GLOUCESTERSHIRE DIVISION
MEETING HELD ON TUESDAY 9TH APRIL 2019
By now a regular annual gathering,
a joint meeting of the two groups
for this year was organised by us
with a venue at Sapperton and
visits guided by Keith Mills. Our
meeting point was Sapperton
Village Hall, where refreshments
were available for the 35 or so
attendees. The temperature, on an
overcast day, was nearer to that
number in Fahrenheit than Celsius.

Aware that we might struggle to get
all parties together at the end of the
day, it was decided to make a
presentation to our host, the Earl
Bathurst before venturing out. In
the unavoidable absence of Group
Chairman, Mike Hartnell, Ann
Jones joined RFS Gloucestershire
Chairman,
Rob
Guest,
in
presenting a fine specimen of a
disease-resistant Elm to Earl
Bathurst along with certificates
from each group acknowledging
the day's event.

We then relocated by car the short distance to Overley Wood. On the edge of the wood we were in
a compartment of fairly recently planted mixed broadleafs, European larch and Cedar of Lebanon.
The pines surrounding these have suffered through Dothistroma Needle Blight. We discussed at
some length other problem areas, those of deer, squirrels and the damage they cause. Many of the
species grown here or available for consideration as replacements suffer from attack by one or
both of those animals. Young trees must be protected (fencing or the guards which may by some
be deemed unsightly). It is a cost to a landowner/ business, but the loss of many trees would
otherwise result. Squirrels on the other hand affect both young and mature trees and there is only
one time-consuming way to deter them.

Moving on we encountered a
once veteran beech, the top half
of which recently fell. The estate
has hundreds of veteran trees,
many in excess of 250 years old
and plans are in place to update
their survey of these. In this
area a number of beech and
oak, not veteran, have been
cleared to leave space for those
remaining to flourish as long as
they are able.
Our last stop of the morning
was in a cleared area previously
monopolised by Ash. Whilst
there has been some slowing of
speed of decline due to Ash
dieback, trees here were badly
affected. Discussion took place
on
possible
replacement
species although Keith is
planning on leaving the area a
while to see what grows up, not
just in the way of regeneration,
but also in the types of plants
which may come through with
the extra light and lack of
competition. Indeed it might be
an option not to restock at all for
say 5 or 10 years; or perhaps to
A fallen beech, but not cleared - a "home" for varied life for
extend the adjacent long
years to come.
established oak/hazel wood.
Returning to the hall for lunch, accompanied by a supply of tea/coffee and Ann's cake, we were
given a short presentation by Chris Tracey, of Butterfly Conservation to give us an understanding
of their work generally, but also specifically that on this estate. An article based on her presentation
precedes this report. Those of us able to remain then drove to Overley Wood to visit the managed
habitat suitable for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Most of us just happy to see butterflies around us
in the open countryside would not appreciate the specific conditions required to retain/encourage
this (or other) single species or the effort which can be put in by landowners to facilitate them.

Oakley Wood - the managed habitat for the Pearl-bordered Fritillary

BARTON HOUSE ORCHARD DAY, MARCH 28TH, 2019

At last, we found a date that was suitable for all to attend the Orchard day at Barton House! Kind
permission was given to us by Frank and Marylin Gardner of Barton House to use their apple
orchard as a training site and the whole day was co-ordinated and organised by the wonderfully
efficient and patient Ann Jones. An especial thank you must also go to Agralan - a local company who provided many examples of pest traps and non invasive pest control as well as leaflets about
this for us.
To introduce myself - I am Clive Hester and I was head gardener at Combend Manor for 27 years
and now garden for a private and smaller estate as the sole gardener. This was, for me, a follow up
to an orchard day last year and was held in the same garden.
We started the day in cold but sunny conditions with a mug of coffee which was followed by
introductions and an outline of aims for the day. People had come from far and wide - Coventry,
Essex as well as locally and it was great to meet new people and make new friends. It soon
became clear that the group as a whole was looking for a healthier and (no pun intended) greener
way to manage orchards and trees in general. We began by looking at the two different types of
apple trees in relation to pruning - spur or tip bearing - and the different techniques needed to
promote healthy growth in each of these types. Firstly, I talked about what to remove from the trees
and in what order this needs to be done, starting with dead, dying or diseased wood and then
moving on to how to identify diseased wood. It is also crucial to stand back and look at the tree,
their shape and the aims you have in mind for each tree such as fruit bearing, re-vitalising,
decorative etc.
There was a very strong sense of fellowship within the group which gave rise to some excellent
discussion on the aims of the day and also questions and answers which many of the attendees
were able to contribute to. We touched on IPM (Integrated Pest Management) and it’s code of
practice, especially in regards to spraying, which is the basis of modern pesticide regulations and
dictates that we start with the most environmentally sound practice. Resistance to disease and
pests is the first concern and is followed by organic techniques such as pheromones, grease traps,
bait traps, pruning and mineral supplements all of which boost the health of the plant and help
relieve stress. Chemical pesticides were also discussed as a last resort. [Editor's note : Barton
House Orchard itself receives no chemical treatment.] We also touched on root stocks, their history
and their environmental considerations and the need for a variety of root stocks as many different

purposes and requirements have to be taken into consideration. This was followed by a talk on the
ecology of orchards. We then moved on to tree variety, both old and modern and were able to look
at the individual needs of people attending the day as regards to the work they are doing with trees
and also the access to various groups and material that can be found. I came across a good
example of this on a trip to the Harrogate Flower Show last summer where the Northern Fruit
Group (well worth looking up) were exhibiting and discussed with them breeds that they find
especially suitable for tree growing in colder regions as well as their exchange of varieties and
other plant material within the group to keep varieties healthy and promote the existence of less
known fruit trees. This will, I hope, become a serious consideration within our Cotswold Tree
Wardens as the wealth of shared knowledge and plant material is fantastic and is crucial to the
survival of healthy trees and orchards, heritage varieties and general biodiversity of trees.
After delicious cake and tea supplied by the lovely Ann Jones (I especially liked the seed cake) we
went outside and looked at and assessed the trees and their needs before a demonstration of
pruning techniques and a short talk on the safe use of equipment (especially ladders!) and for
those that did not need to leave early, a practical session. Many of the attendees requested that
they return in the Autumn for a volunteers day during which we will hone pruning techniques and
catch up on all we have done during the growing season.

Clive Hester

FORTHCOMING EVENTS
May Walk - Soundborough. Thursday 9th May 2019 6.30 p.m.
The first of two May Walks this year, one north area and one south. We are visiting Soundborough
by kind permission of Mr Ian Wills - a chance to get a taste of this private estate. The walk will be
led by Mike Hartnell. Soundborough Farm, Andoversford, GL54 5SD

May Walk - Sapperton. Thursday 30th May 2019 6.30 p.m.
Our second walk will be led by Keith Mills, who has many years experience of the Bathurst
Estate,which we will be visiting. A walk from Sapperton village will take in the old mills and tufa
deposits. Join us if you want to know more! Meet at Sapperton Village Hall,

Full details will be distributed via e-mails for those on our contact lists and also published
on the website.Anyone without computer access but who is interested in attending can
contact Ann Jones (details on the back page) for further information.

NEWS FROM BATSFORD ARBORETUM
Late spring – early summer at Batsford Arboretum
Late spring into early summer is a spectacular time at Batsford. During April and into early May,
Batsford’s National Collection of Japanese flowering cherries provide a stunning display of pink
and white blossom throughout the arboretum.
From mid-May, Batsford’s famous ‘Pocket Handkerchief’ Tree – the Davidia – springs into life. The
tree is known as the Pocket Handkerchief Tree because each flower is protected by two long white
bracts which look like white handkerchiefs hanging from the branches. Batsford’s specimen was
one of the first to be planted in Britain in around 1910 and is believed to be one of the largest in the
UK today.
You’ll also find a whole host of wildflowers appearing throughout the arboretum, including
bluebells, violets, wild garlic and camassia, followed by stunning pink and purple orchids in June.
Forthcoming events at Batsford

Photography Workshops, monthly
Explore and capture the best bits of Batsford Arboretum during a photography workshop this spring
and summer. Suitable for beginners to experienced photographers. Various dates available. Visit
www.batsarb.co.uk for details.
Dawn Chorus, 27th April from 4am
Join Batsford birding expert Arthur Ball for a stroll through the Arboretum to hear the beautiful
dawn chorus. With more than forty years’ experience, Arthur will keep you informed and
entertained about the native and visiting birds and help you identify them through their
song. Tickets cost £14 (£11 for Batsford members) and include an egg & bacon sandwich and a
tea or coffee afterwards. Call 01386 701441 to book.
Outdoor watercolour workshops, weekly from 1st May, 10.00am-1.00pm & 2.00pm-5.00pm
Have fun and learn a new skill with the help of local artist Carl March in the beautiful surroundings
of Batsford Arboretum. Complete beginners and experienced painters are all welcome. Weather
permitting, sessions will take place every Wednesday from 1st May until 30th October (excluding
15th May). £31.00 per person. Call Carl on 07816 437283 or email carl.march@live.com to book.

Moth Night, 20th May from 8.30pm
Join Warwickshire moth expert Bob Cox with the rest of the BBC N Deavour moth group to
discover more about our native moths. After an introductory presentation, there’ll be after-dark
demonstrations of trapping techniques live in the arboretum followed by inspections and recordings
of the moths found. Tickets cost £5 for adults and £3 for children. Call 01386 701441 to book.
Mindfulness Meditation for Beginners, 21st June 11am-12.30pm
A 1 ½ hour workshop outside in the beautiful grounds of Batsford Arboretum, aimed at those who
are looking to gain an understanding of meditation and how it will help you to face life's challenges,
reduce stress levels and lead a happier, fulfilled life. The workshop costs £25 per person. Call
01386 701441 to book.
Shakespeare’s Much Ado About Nothing, 22nd June 6.30pm
Described by none other than Sir Ian McKellen as ‘uproariously funny’, touring theatre company
The HandleBards set the world on wheels with their unique brand of extremely energetic,
charmingly chaotic, environmentally friendly cycle-powered theatre - and they're heading to
Batsford Arboretum this June! For full details and ticket information, visit www.batsarb.co.uk
Old Herbaceous, 21st July
Described as Downton Abbey with gardening tips, Old Herbaceous is the humorous love story of a
single-minded yet gentle man with a passion for plants and is a charming one man play which has
entranced sell-out audiences all around the country. For full details and ticket information, visit
www.batsarb.co.uk

Batsford Arboretum, Batsford, Nr. Moreton-in-Marsh GL56 9AD
Tel: 01386 701441
www.batsarb.co.uk

We are open every day from 10am to 5 pm
- 55 acres of breathtaking trees and wild garden - Freshly-baked food in the Garden Terrace Café - Beautiful, quality plants, gifts & garden sundries - Expert gardening advice - Unique, shabby chic interior design ideas from the Applestore - Family fun in the Cotswold Falconry Centre -

HEDGELAYING AT HAWTON WOOD

You can say one thing quite definitely about setting up events such as this. Well, one list of things.
One, the organiser has to pick a date which works for them and for the host. Two, you put in a
request to the Met Office for a day which isn't totally offputting. Three, you can never guarantee
that your choice of dates will suit all the people you contact who may be interested in attending.
Four, those who do join in will be a mix of those of who have done "it" (in this case, hedgelaying)
before and those who haven't. Five, and most important, everyone will get together, as a team,
and as if they have known each other for ever. Hopefully, they will all go away at the end with a
sense of achievement and a day well spent.
On this occasion, we were meeting at Chairman, Mike Hartnell's wood at Little Compton on
Saturday 9th March. Those of us travelling from the south ran through a belt of rain which
threatened to make the day less than comfortable. But lo! The Met Office had heard our request
and by the time we reached Moreton the rain had dissipated.
The stretch of hedge to be planted ran along the edge of the field by the wood entrance and
bordering the neighbouring grassland field. It already had some young hedgerow plants - just big
enough to be laid - as well as being interspersed with some small trees. It was necessary to clear
some surrounding grass as well as a number of protective guards before a start could be made.
Mike then gave some guidance on technique before giving all the opportunity to take axes and
billhooks* into action.
He had prepared stakes in advance to be driven in at the customary distance from each other of
elbow to tip of the fingers. We were aiming to complete a stretch of hedge which ran from beyond
the workers in the photo above, right. along to a gate into the field. By lunchtime it looked as
though there was still a good deal to do. However a lunch of hot soup and cake, helped down by a
good chat, invigorated all who then resumed with a purpose.
Those of us with previous experience are aware of the massive difference which a 'topping' of
hazel binders - or heatherings - makes to both the look and efficiency of the hedge. Mike showed
how to interweave these and a couple of newcomers were surprised how much effort is required to
twist and pull them into position. Nevertheless, everyone put their backs into it and good progess
was made. Running out of materials, two or three of the group went to seek out extra supplies to
enable the job to be concluded and whilst all evidence of blue sky had vanished, we avoided
getting wet.

Our hard working group - The hedge looked a little thin in places, but a season's growth will make
a world of difference.
This simple graphic will give those with no knowledge of hedgelaying an idea of the processes
involved in laying a hedge - before adding the topping off of binders.

* For those of you not familiar with billhooks, they are a most useful tool and indispensible for
hedgelaying. As well as for hedging, they are used by amongst others, thatchers, in coppicing and
hurdle making. As can be seen from the image below they come in many styles and sizes! The
reasons for the variations may in many cases just have arisen from the wishes of the user having it
crafted for him and the use to which it was put. It may then have become "standard" in that area of
the country. However certain styles of hedgelaying are assisted by the design of the local billhook.

By Anonymous - 1939 Nash / Fussells catalogue, Public Domain,
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?curid=74995241
If you haven't got one, even if you just maintain a domestic garden, they can be a great timesaver
and relatively inexpensive.

TREE AND LEAF
If you have enjoyed any of the items submitted by our guest contributors
(basically anyone other than the Editor) why not submit something yourself? It
doesn't have to be a CTWG activity - it only needs to be tree-related and have
the potential for providing interest for others
Please submit any articles to Ann Jones, either electronically to twgcotswold@yahoo.co.uk
or by post addressed to 161 Alexander Drive, Cirencester, Gloucestershire, GL7 1UQ.
Visit The Cotswold Tree Warden Group Website
http://www.cotswoldtreewardengroup.org.uk/
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